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Abstract—In mobile opportunistic social networks (MOSNs),
mobile devices carried by people communicate with each other
directly when they meet for proximity-based MOSN services (e.g.,
file sharing) without the support of infrastructures. In current
methods, when nodes meet, they simply communicate with their
real IDs, which leads to privacy and security concerns. Anonymiz-
ing real IDs among encountering neighbor nodes solves such con-
cerns. However, this prevents nodes from collecting real ID based
encountering information, which is needed to support MOSN
services. Therefore, in this paper, we propose FaceChange that
can support both anonymizing real IDs among neighbor nodes
and collecting real ID based encountering information. To realize
neighbor node anonymity, two encountering nodes communicate
anonymously. Then, when the two nodes disconnect, each node
forwards an encrypted encountering evidence to the encountered
node to enable encountering information collection. A set of
novel schemes are designed to protect the confidentiality and
uniqueness of encountering evidences. FaceChange also supports
fine-grained control over what encountering information should
be forwarded based on attribute similarity (i.e., trust) without
disclosing attributes. Extensive analysis and experiments show
the effectiveness of FaceChange on protecting node privacy and
meanwhile supporting the encountering information collection in
MOSNs. Real implementation on smartphones also demonstrates
its energy efficiency.

I. INTRODUCTION

As a special form of delay tolerant networks (DTNs) [1],
mobile opportunistic social networks (MOSNs) [2], [3] have
attracted much attention due to the increasing popularity of
mobile devices, e.g., smartphones and tablets. In MOSNs,
mobile devices carried by people communicate with each
other directly when they meet (i.e., within the communication
range of each other) opportunistically. Therefore, since the
encountering between devices reflects the meeting of people
holding them, MOSNs can support proximity-based social
network services without the support of infrastructures.

For example, based on the MOSN model, we can realize
various applications without the support of infrastructures such
as packet routing between mobile nodes [4], encountering
based social community/relationship detection [5], [6], and
distributed file sharing and Question & Answer (Q&A) [7]–[9]
in a community. In each system, a node is uniquely labeled by
an unchanging ID (defined real ID), which is obtained from
the trust authority, for the corresponding service. Furthermore,
since these services are built upon node encountering, nodes
need to collect real ID based encountering information. For
example, a node needs to know whom they have met to
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Fig. 1: Demonstration of a privacy issue and a possible solution in MOSNs.

identify proximity based social community/relationship. In
packet routing, a packet is always forwarded to the node that
can more frequently meet its destination. Thus, nodes need to
collect the encountering information to deduce their meeting
frequencies with others for relay node selection.

In current MOSN applications, nodes can collect real ID
based encountering information easily since neighbor nodes
communicate with real IDs directly. We define two nodes
as neighbor nodes when they are within the communication
range of each other. However, when using real IDs directly, the
disclosure of node ID to neighbor nodes would create privacy
and security concerns. For example, a malicious node can first
know the IDs of some central nodes or nodes with specific
interests. Then, as shown in Figure 1(a), when neighbor nodes
communicate with real IDs, a malicious node can easily
identify attack targets from neighbors and launch attacks to
degrade the system performance or steal important documents.
Also, without protection, malicious nodes can easily sense the
encountering between target nodes for attacks.

Therefore, it is critical to provide neighbor node anonymity
to prevent the disclosure of real IDs to neighbors. Clearly,
a permanent pseudonym cannot achieve such a goal since it
can be linked to a node, which can still enable malicious
nodes to recognize targets from neighbor nodes. Then, an
intuitive method to realize the neighbor node anonymity is
to let each node continuously change its pseudonym used in
the communication with neighbors, as shown in Figure 1(b).
However, when neighbor node anonymity is enforced, nodes
cannot collect the real ID based encountering information,
which disables aforementioned MOSN services.

Consequently, there is a challenge on anonymizing neighbor
nodes for privacy protection and meanwhile still supporting
MOSN services. Though there are rich investigations on pro-
tecting node privacy in MONs through anonymization [10]–
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Fig. 2: General solution for encountering record collection.

[18], such a problem has not been well solved. Therefore, we
propose FaceChange to solve the challenge by keeping nodes
anonymous during the encountering and postponing the real
ID based encountering information collection to a moment
after two neighbor nodes disconnect with each other. This is
because disconnected nodes cannot communicate with each
other directly in MOSNs, which makes attacking disconnected
nodes hard. Thus, knowing real IDs after the encountering
does not compromise the privacy protection.

Figure 2 illustrates the design of FaceChange. When two
nodes meet, they communicate anonymously. However, each
of them creates an encountering evidence that contains their
real IDs. The evidences are sent to the other node only when
they separate, thus enabling the encountering information col-
lection while keeping the anonymity during the encountering.
For an evidence, we call the node that creates it as the
creator and the other node as the recipient. In this process,
FaceChange needs to handle below challenges.
• The safety of the encountering evidence needs to be ensured.
An encountering evidence can only be accessed by its creator
and recipient and cannot be forged by others.
•An encountering evidence needs to be successful delivered
to its recipient even when the real ID of the recipient node is
unknown due to neighbor node anonymity.
•When creating an encountering evidence, a node can have
fine-grained control over what contents (e.g., node ID, en-
countering time, or location) are included in the encountering
evidence based on its trust on the encountering node. The
calculation of the trust should also be privacy-preserving.

FaceChange incorporates the following schemes to handle
the three challenges.

Encountering Evidence Encryption and Validation
Scheme. For each encountering evidence, FaceChange uses
the bilinear pairing technique [19] to generate an encryption
key and a pair of uniquely matched token and commitment for
it with efforts from both encountering nodes. The property of
the bilinear pairing ensures that nodes other than the creator
and recipient, even eavesdroppers, cannot know the key. Fur-
ther, the token is attached to the evidence and the commitment
is stored on the recipient node for validation, thereby ensuring
the uniqueness of each encountering evidence.

Encountering Evidence Relaying Scheme. In this scheme,
during the encountering, the recipient node specifies a relay
node and encrypts its real ID with the public key of the
relay node. It then forwards such information to the creator.
Later, after the two nodes separate, the creator routes the

encountering evidence to the relay node, which decrypts the
ID of the recipient node and further routes it to the recipient
node, thereby delivering the encountering evidence.

Encountering Evidence Generation Scheme. More similar
attributes (e.g., affiliation and reputation) between two nodes
often denote higher trust between them [12]. Thus, we realize
the fine-grained control on the contents in an encountering
evidence based on the attribute similarity. We use the commu-
tative encryption [20] and the solution for “the millionaire’s
problem” [21] to calculate the attribute similarity blindly in
this process, which protects node privacy.

In summary, the major contribution of this paper is to
propose a novel design that supports both neighbor node
anonymity and real ID based encountering information collec-
tion in MOSNs. FaceChange just prevents two encountering
nodes from disclosing the real IDs during the encountering,
so malicious nodes cannot identify targets from neighbors for
attack. When nodes move away from each other, they know
the real IDs of nodes they have met to support MOSN services.
This is acceptable since a malicious node cannot communicate
with a disconnected node and attack it in MOSNs.

In the following, Section II introduces related work. Sec-
tion III presents the preliminary background. Section IV
introduces the design of FaceChange. Section V evaluates
FaceChange through trace-driven and smartphone-based ex-
periments. Section VI concludes this paper with future work.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Social Network based Applications in MOSNs

There are already many social network based MOSN routing
algorithms [6], [22]–[25]. These works utilize various social
factors such as frequently met friends, co-location records,
centrality, transient contacts, and contact-based community to
deduce a node’s future meeting abilities with other nodes.
Then, packets are always forwarded to the node with higher
ability to meet their destinations.

There are also some applications in MOSNs. The work
in [5] proposes three distributed community detection methods
in DTNs. In SMART [6], each node constructs a social map
including frequently met nodes to guide packet routing. The
works in [7] and [8] realize peer-to-peer (P2P) file sharing
and publish/subscribe overlay in DTNs, respectively. In Peo-
pleNet [9], questions are first forwarded to matched geograph-
ical community and then propagated within the community via
P2P connectivity to seek for answers.

Neighbor nodes in these algorithms communicate directly
to collect encountering information for these services. Then,
mobile users may be reluctant to participate in the MOSN
services due to privacy concerns. Therefore, it is essential to
provide neighbor node anonymity for privacy protection.

B. Privacy Protection in MOSNs

Some works [10]–[13] anonymize node interests or at-
tributes for privacy protection in MOSNs. The work in [10]
uses the solution for “the millionaire’s problem” [21] to blindly
check whether two nodes have similar interests. PreFiler [11]



and the work in [12] adopt attribute-based encryption and/or
bilinear pairing technique to blindly check whether a packet
matches the destination’s interests and whether a node owns
the attributes to hold a packet, respectively. In STAP [13],
packets for a node are cached in places where it visits
frequently. As a result, nodes can fetch packets for them
without disclosing their location information.

The works in [14]–[16] provides anonymous profile match-
ing between nodes in MOSNs. FindU [14] leverages the secure
multi-party communication techniques to enable a user to
find the best match user with limited information exchange.
The work in [15] designs a fine grained profile matching
algorithm based on Paillier Cyptosystem. Liang et al [16]
further propose a serials of profile matching algorithms with
full anonymity. The work in [17] lets each node continually
change its pseudonyms to protect its privacy in MOSNs.
In [18], an anonymous architecture (e.g., ID anonymity) is
proposed to provide anonymous communication in DTNs.

Although previous method are effective on protecting var-
ious privacies in MOSNs, they fail to investigate how to
safely collecting real ID based encountering information under
neighbor node anonymity, which is crucial for MOSNs. There
are also researches working on secure and privacy-preserving
communication between neighboring mobile devices [26]–
[28]. However, these systems rely on infrastructures to set up
trust or ensure privacy protection, which does not apply to
pure MOSN scenario that does not have infrastructures.

III. PRELIMINARIES

A. Network Model

We focus on a mobile opportunistic social network with m
human-carried mobile devices, denoted by Ni (i ∈ [1,m]). We
assume that the network size is large. Otherwise, a node can
easily guess the identity of its neighbors. These devices/nodes
move in the network following the mobility of people carrying
them. We use node and user interchangeably in this paper.
Each node (i.e., device) has a limited communication range,
and two nodes can communicate only when they are within
the communication range of each other.

We assume a Trust Authority (TA) in the system responsible
for system parameters and certificates distribution and attribute
validation (e.g., reputation, affiliation, and ID), both of which
can be conducted off-line. Each node has a unique real ID
in the network for MOSN services, denoted by NIDi. The
real ID of each node is assigned by the TA with a signature
generated by the TA’s private key. Then, nodes can verify the
authenticity of received real IDs efficiently.

B. Adversary Model

In this paper, we assume malicious nodes can attack
target nodes only when they find targets from neighbor nodes.
This is reasonable since 1) an attacker in MOSNs cannot
communicate with the target directly if they are not neighbors,
and 2) it is costly to attack every encountered node. This means
that malicious nodes can steal privacies or launch attacks only
after identifying target nodes from neighbor nodes. Thus, we

focus on preventing real ID leakage during the communication
between neighbor nodes in this paper.

C. Cryptographic Techniques

1) Bilinear Pairing: Let G1, G2 and GT be three cyclic
groups with the same prime order q, and P ∈ G1 and
Q ∈ G2 be generators of G1 and G2, respectively. A bilinear
pairing is a map e: G1 × G2 → GT satisfying the following
properties [19]:
• Bilinearity: ∀ a, b ∈ Z∗q : e(aP, bQ) = e(P,Q)ab

• Non-degeneracy: e(P,Q) 6= 1
• Computability: e can be computed efficiently
We utilize symmetric pairing in this paper, in which G1 =

G2 = G and they have the same generator P . As mentioned
in Section IV-A, upon the start of the system, the TA first gen-
erates parameters for adopted bilinear pairing, i.e., BiParas.
In this step, TA randomly selects a security parameter ς and
runs the bilinear pairing generation function F(ς) to generate
these parameters (BiParas): (e, q, P,G,GT ).

2) Commutative Encryption: A commutative encryption
algorithm E(·) [20], [29] satisfies the commutative property.
That is, for any encryption keys ki and kj , message M ,
rational number t and γ < 1/2t, it holds
• Eki

(Ekj
(M)) = Ekj

(Eki
(M)),

• ∀ M1 6=M2, Pr(Eki
(Ekj

(M1)) = Ekj
(Eki

(M2))) < γ.
where Eki

(M) is the result of encrypting M with key ki.

IV. SYSTEM DESIGN OF FACECHANGE

A. System Setup

Upon the bootstrap of the system, the TA first generates
parameters for the adopted bilinear pairing, i.e., BiParas,
the detail of which is introduced in Section III-C1. TA also
selects a secure commutative encryption algorithm E() [20]
and a collision-resistant hashing function H() [30], which are
used for encountering evidence encryption. Additionally, TA
generates a pair of public key and private key (PKT , SKT )
through the public-key cryptography, e.g., RSA [29]. Fi-
nally, TA generates the system parameter SysPara =
(BiParas,E(),H(),PKT ), where BiParas represents the
bilinear pairing parameters

When a node Ni joins in the system, it registers to the TA
through the following steps:
• Ni creates a pair of public/private key (PKi, SKi) by

the same method used by TA and reports PKi to TA.
• Ni fetches the system parameter SysPara and its unique

real ID NIDi from TA.

B. Neighbor Node Anonymity Provided by FaceChange

Neighbor node anonymity means that each node does not
know the real IDs of its neighbor nodes. To realize this goal,
FaceChange lets each node communicate anonymously with
neighbor nodes. Specifically, whenever a node disconnects
with a neighbor node, it randomly changes its pseudonyms in
all communication layers (e.g., MAC address, IP address and
application pseudonym) and communication parameters (e.g.,



signal strength), which will be used for the communication
with the next encountered node. Note that both MAC and IP
addresses can be easily modified through software [31].

Therefore, the pseudonyms and parameters used by a node
are non-linkable, which means that malicious nodes cannot di-
rectly identify a node from the IDs and parameters it uses. We
further carefully design the encountering evidence generation
and collection in FaceChange to ensure that neighbor node
anonymity is maintained in these processes. Section IV-H1
gives out the final analysis to prove the neighbor node
anonymity. For easy description, we use PIDi to uniformly
represent node Ni’s various pseudonyms. We also use NIDi

to represent Ni’s unique real ID.

C. Challenges on Encountering Information Collection

In FaceChange, neighbor nodes communicate anonymously
to protect their privacy. However, MOSN services require
the real ID based encountering information. To solve such a
problem, each node creates an encountering evidence for the
other to know the encountering information (e.g., whom it has
met), as shown in Figure 2(a). To ensure neighbor anonymity,
the encountering evidence is routed to the other node only
after they separate from each other, as shown in Figure 2(b).

However, there are several challenges in this solution. First,
the safety of encountering evidences needs to be ensured
against privacy leakage and fabrication during the routing.
Second, the encountering evidence needs to be successfully
and uniquely collected. Third, when creating an encountering
evidence, a node may want to control the content in the
evidence based on its trust on the encountering node. Sec-
tions IV-D, IV-E, and IV-F present the detail of proposed
schemes that can solve the three challenges, respectively.

In the following, we use the case in which Ni creates an
encountering evidence for Nj to illustrate the three schemes.
The major notations are illustrated in Table I.

TABLE I: Notations.

Notation Meaning
Ni The i-th node in the MOSN

NIDi The real ID of node Ni

PIDi(t) The pseudonym of node Ni at time t
EVij(t) The encountering evidence generated by Ni for Nj at time t
EV′ij(t) The encountering evidence EVij(t) after encryption
Yi The encountering evidence generation policy of Ni

Si The attribute set of Ni

Sti & Svi The type-based & value-based attribute subset of Ni

tik The k-th type-based attribute of Ni

vik The k-th value-based attribute of Ni

ak & valk The name and value of vik

E(·) The adopted commutative encryption algorithm
Enc(·) The adopted public-key encryption algorithm
H(·) The adopted collision-resistant hashing function

D. Encountering Evidence Encryption and Validation

When Ni meets Nj , it creates an encountering evidence
for Nj , denoted by EVij(t), to record their encountering. We
introduce the encountering evidence creation process later in
Section IV-F. Ni then routes EVij(t) to Nj after it disconnects
with Nj . Since the evidence is routed by nodes in the network,
its safety and confidentiality needs to be ensured.

We propose a novel encountering evidence encryption and
validation scheme to solve the problem. In this scheme, an
encryption key is generated with data from both encountering
nodes. Then, other nodes cannot deduce the key and know
the contents of the encountering evidence. Further, a pair
of uniquely matched token and commitment is created for
each encountering. The token is attached to the encountering
evidence, while the commitment is stored on the recipient
node. As a result, forged encountering evidences can be
identified by the recipient node. The scheme is also resistant
to the collusion attack, as proven in Section IV-D2.

Below, we first introduce the details of the proposed scheme
and then present the security and cost analysis.

1) Ensuring the Safety of Encountering Evidences: To
protect the safety of encountering evidences, FaceChange uses
the bilinear pairing to generate the encryption key, token, and
commitment. Generally, each of the two encountering nodes,
i.e., Ni and Nj , first generates a random number, i.e., r and s.
They then generate the encryption key as e(rP, sP ). They fur-
ther reutilize s and r to generate the token and commitment as
r(s +H(PIDj(t)))P and P

s+H(PIDj(t))
, respectively, where

H(PIDj(t)) is the hashing value of the pseudonym of the
recipient (Nj). The detailed security analysis of this scheme
is provide in Section IV-D2.

Specifically, Ni and Nj first select a random number r ∈ Z∗q
and s ∈ Z∗q , respectively. Nj selects a s that is not used by
any commitments in its commitment list. Nj then sends sP
and the hash of its pseudonym at the encountering time t, i.e.,
H(PIDj(t)), to Ni for encryption key and token generation

Nj → Ni : sP and H(PIDj(t))

Ni also randomly generates a key kr. Then, Ni com-
putes the encrypted encountering evidence as EV ′ij(t) =
(Z1, Z2, Z3, Z4), where

Z1 = r(sP +H(PIDj(t))P )
Z2 = e(rP, P ) = e(P, P )r

Z3 = Eks
(EVij(t)), ks = e(rP, sP )

Z4 = Eks(kr)

(1)

In EV ′ij(t), Z1 is the token, Z2 is the verification number for
the commitment, Z3 is the encountering evidence encrypted
by key ks, and Z4 is key kr encrypted by ks. Note that Z2 is
also used for the recipient to deduce the encryption key.
Ni further sends its real ID encrypted by kr, i.e.,

Ekr
(NIDi), to Nj

Ni → Nj : Ekr
(NIDi)

Then, Nj computes the commitment as below and inserts it
into its commitment list.

CTjs : <
P

s+H(PIDj(t))
,Ekr

(NIDi), s > (2)

We can see that in this commitment, NIDi represents the ID
of the node that Nj actually meets during the encountering
corresponding to this commitment. It is stored in the com-
mitment to prevent encountering evidence fabrication under
eavesdropping, as introduced in the next subsection.



When Nj receives an encrypted encountering evidence
EV ′xj(tk) = (Z1, Z2, Z3, Z4), it checks whether Z1 matches
with any commitment in its commitment list. Suppose there
is a commitment CTju :< P

s+H(PIDj(tk))
,Ekr

(NIDx), u >

satisfying e(Z1,
P

s+H(PIDj(tk))
) = e(P, P )r = Z2, this means

that the received EV ′xj(tk) matches the commitment based
on the properties of bilinear pairing and the fact that the s in
each commitment in the commitment list is unique. Then, Z3

is decrypted with key ks = (Zu
2 ) = e(P, P )ru to obtain the

content of the encountering evidence and kr. After this, the
commitment is removed from the node’s commitment list.

2) Security Analysis for Evidence Encryption and Valida-
tion: The above scheme can ensure the confidentiality and
uniqueness of each encountering evidence.

First, the privacy in the encountering evidence can be
protected. Recall that in the encryption key generation process,
Nj only sends sP to Ni, and Ni only attaches e(rP, P )
to the encountering evidence. This means that a malicious
node can at most know sP and e(rP, P ), which are not
sufficient to deduce the encryption key (e(rP, sP )). Therefore,
an encountering evidence’s contents are protected against
nodes other than its creator and recipient.

Second, the encountering evidence forgery can be prevented.
Based on the discussion in Section III-C1, the token r(s +
H(PIDj(t)))P is uniquely matched with the commitment

P
s+H(PIDj(t))

. Therefore, malicious nodes cannot create a
valid token for fabricated encountering evidences that can pass
the check on the recipient node.

However, a malicious node, say Nm, can eavesdrop the
communication between Ni and Nj and know sP and
H(PIDj(t)). Then, it can generate a random number r∗ and a
key k∗r to forge an encrypted encountering evidence EV ′mj(t)

Z∗1 = r∗(sP +H(PIDj(t))P )

Z∗2 = e(P, P )r
∗

Z∗3 = Eks
(EVmj(t)), ks = e(r∗P, sP )

Z∗4 = Eks(k
∗
r )

(3)

We can see that e(Z∗1 ,
P

s+H(PIDj(tk))
) = e(P, P )r

∗
= Z∗2 ,

which means that the faked encountering evidence matches
the commitment created for the encountering between Ni and
Nj . Then, Nm can make Nj believe a non-existing encounter-
ing. However, the design of Ekr

(NIDi) in the commitment
can prevent this attack. This is because the decryption of
Ekr (NIDi) with k∗r would lead to a node ID that is different
with the one claimed in the faked evidence EVmj(t). This
decrypted ID can be regarded as some sort of random since it
is encrypted by one key and decrypted by another key. Then,
Nj can know it is not a valid ID based on the list of legal user
IDs in the system and drop the faked encountering evidence
shown in Formula (3). As a result, FaceChange ensures the
uniqueness of each encountering evidence.

Furthermore, as shown in [32], the k-CAA (collusion attack
algorithm with k traitors) can hardly work in above commit-
ment scheme. That is, given (P,Q = sP, h1, h2, · · · , hk ∈
Z∗q and 1

h1+sP,
1

h1+sP,
1

h2+sP, · · · ,
1

hk+sP ), there is no
polynomial-time algorithm that can compute 1

h∗+sP for some

h∗ 6∈ {h1, h2, · · · , hk} with non-negligible probability. This
means that a commitment ( P

s+H(PIDj(t))
) can hardly be forged

by nodes other than its creator (Nj). Therefore, even when a
malicious node can intrude another node, it cannot purposely
create commitments on the node that can match the tokens on
fabricated encountering evidences.

3) Cost Analysis: In the commitment generation process,
bilinear pairing accounts for major computing. As introduced
in [11], we can use Tate pairing, in which each element in
G is 512-bit and q is a 160-bit prime. The computation cost
for a pairing then is around 8.5 ms in a Pentium III 1GHz
machine [11]. Therefore, considering modern devices (e.g.,
smartphones) usually have higher capacity than the Pentium
III machine, the cost of the bilinear pairing is acceptable.

E. Encountering Evidence Relaying Scheme

After disconnects with Nj , Ni routes the created encoun-
tering evidence to Nj . However, due to node anonymity, Ni

cannot know the real ID of Nj , which is the recipient of the
evidence. We propose an encountering evidence relay scheme
to solve this problem. In this scheme, during the encountering,
the recipient node Nj specifies a relay node and encrypted
its real ID with the public key of the relay node. Such data
is forwarded to the evidence creator Ni. Then, after the two
nodes disconnect, the creator routes the encountering evidence
to the relay node, which first decrypts the recipient node’s ID
and then routes the evidence to the recipient node.

Figure 3 demonstrates this scheme. When Bob and Tom
meets, Tom informs Bob that the encountering evidence should
be relayed by Alice and inserts its real ID inside the envelope.
His real ID can only be seen by Alice and cannot be seen by
Bob. Then, when Alice receives it, as shown in Figure 3(b),
it finds that the recipient is Tom and routes the encountering
evidence to Tom. The two clouds in Figure 3(b) mean that the
message is routed by a certain routing algorithm.

In the following, we first introduce the details of the relay
scheme and then present the security and cost analysis.

1) Relay Node Selection: In this process, to prevent privacy
leakage, we do not allow the two nodes (i.e., Nj and Ni) to
communicate to select the relay node. Instead, the recipient
node of an encountering evidence, say Nj , randomly selects
a relay node from the set of nodes it trusts.

We assume the chance of an individual malicious node
inferring a neighbor’s real identity from the relay node it
selects is negligible. Such a claim holds because 1) the system
usually includes a large number of nodes, 2) each node has
a large number of trusted relay nodes, and 3) relay nodes
are shared across a large number of nodes in the system.
This means that a relay node may be used by many nodes,
and a node may use many nodes as relay nodes. We further
assume that there are few repeated and consecutive encounters
between any pair of nodes, and nodes do not collude to collect
the relay nodes of a node. As a result, a node can hardly
deduce a neighbor’s identity based on its relay node.

2) Relaying the Encountering Evidence: We use RN to
denote the selected relay node. The recipient node, i.e.,
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Fig. 3: Relaying encountering evidence to the recipient.

Nj , generates a random key ky to encrypt its real ID, i.e.,
Eky (NIDj), and then encrypts ky with the public key of the
relay node: EncPKr

(ky). E and Enc refer to the commutative
encryption algorithm and the public-key encryption algorithm,
respectively. Then, Nj sends both encrypted items to Ni when
they are still neighbors of each other. The design of ky is
to prevent disclosing Nj’s real ID. That is, if Nj forwards
EncPKr (NIDj ) directly to Ni, Ni can deduce Nj since it
knows PKr and all real node IDs. Finally, Ni generates the
encountering message as below.

(RN,EncPKr (ky),Eky (NIDj ), EV ′
ij (t)),SignSKi (EV

′
ij (t))) (4)

where RN denotes the relay node, EV ′ij(t) is the encrypted
encountering evidence (Formula (1)), and SignSKi

(EV ′ij(t))
is a signature generated by Ni that can ensure the integrity
and authenticity of the encrypted evidence.

After the two nodes separate, Ni routes the message to
RN . Upon receiving the message, RN decrypts EncPKr

(ky)
with its private key SKr and knows that the recipient of the
message is NIDj . Then, it routes below to Nj :

(NIDj , EV ′
ij(t), SignSKi(EV

′
ij(t))) (5)

After receiving the above message, Nj can obtain the en-
countering evidence from EV ′ij(t) by following the decryption
procedure mentioned in Section IV-D1.

We adopt MOSN routing algorithms, e.g., RAPID [1] and
PROPHET [33], to route an encountering evidence to the relay
node or Nj . The delay of such routing usually is large, and
some packets may fail to reach the destination, as shown in
Section V-B, since they use the hop-by-hop relay to forward
packets and assume no network infrastructure. However, we
can import network infrastructures to reduce the routing delay
and ensure evidence delivery (i.e., allow packets with a large
delay to be forwarded through infrastructures).

3) Security Analysis for Evidence Relaying: The designed
scheme can provide safe encountering evidence relay.

First, the confidentiality of the encountering evidence is
maintained. The content of EV ′ij(t) cannot be seen by any
intermediate nodes. This is because the encryption key ks
is only known by Ni and Nj , as proven in Section IV-D2.
Further, the signature of the encrypted encountering evidence
EV ′ij(t) in the relayed message, as shown in Formulas (4)
and (5), ensures its integrity and authenticity.

Second, by requiring Nj to select relay node only from
nodes it trusts, the possibility that Ni and the selected relay
node RN collude can be greatly limited in FaceChange. Oth-
erwise, by colluding with RN , Ni can know the private key of
RN (PKr) and know Nj’s real ID during the encountering.

Third, since the relay node is selected by Nj , it may collude
with the relay node or even use itself as the relay node.
However, even in such an attack, Nj still cannot know the
real ID of Ni during the encountering. This is because Ni

forwards the encountering message to other nodes only after
it separates with Nj . Then, when Nj receives the message
from another node, say Nx, it cannot determine that Nx is Ni

since Nx may be a node that just relays the message.
4) Cost Analysis: The extra costs in this step are mainly

from the encountering evidence relaying. In MOSNs, nodes
usually are sparsely distributed and meet opportunistically,
which means that the number of encountering evidences in a
unit time is limited. Further, an encountering evidence only
contains simple information with a limited size. It can be
attached to the packet routing with no additional processing.
Therefore, the cost on relaying encountering evidences is
constraint and will not drain the network resources.

F. Encountering Evidence Generation Scheme

We introduce how to create encountering evidence when
two nodes meet in a privacy-preserving manner in this section.
The basic idea is to create the encountering evidence based
on the trust. In FaceChange, each node, say Ni, maintains
a policy, Yi, to decide what information can be included in
the encountering evidence for each trust level. Below, we first
define attributes and evidence creation policy and then present
the encountering evidence generation process. We also present
the security and cost analysis of this scheme in the end.

1) Attribute Definition: Both type-based and value-based
attributes are supported in FaceChange. The type-based at-
tributes, e.g., organization and interests, refer to those that
represent certain properties with no numerical meaning. The
value-based attributes, e.g., reputation and age, refer to those
that can be represented by numeric values. How a node’s
attributes are obtained is not the focus of this paper.

Then, the attribute set of a node, say Ni, can be expressed
as Si : {yi1, yi2, yi3, · · · , vi1, vi2, vi3, · · · }, where yim and vin
represent a type-based attribute and a value-based attribute,
respectively. vin is represented as a [name : value] pair. For
example, the attribute set of a student can be expressed as
Si : {ABCUniv., Student, [reputation : 0.8], [age : 20]}.

2) Evidence Creation Policy: We follow the concept
in [12], [34] to decide a node’s trust on an encountering
node based on the similarity between attributes. For two
encountering nodes, the more common attributes they have, the
more trust they have on each other and the more information
about the encountering can be disclosed. Then, the evidence
creation policy on a node, say Ni, is built upon the match value
between its attributes with those of the encountering node, say
Nj , denoted by MatchV = |Si ∩ Sj |. The match value is
compared with a set of monotonically increasing thresholds,
i.e., {T1, T2, · · · , Tn}, to determine the amount of information
in the encountering evidence. Specifically,

• If MatchV ≤ T1, this means that Nj is not trustable.
Then, Ni does not create the encountering evidence.



• If T1 < MatchV ≤ T2, Ni creates an evidence with
basic information needed by the MOSN application, such
as the real ID of Ni (NIDi) and the encountering time.

• · · · · · ·
• If Tn < MatchV , Ni creates an evidence with full

information, including NIDi, encountering time, contact
length and location, and any other useful information.

The above policy is only an example to demonstrate fine-
grained control over the content in the encountering evidence.

3) Blind Attribute Checking: FaceChange utilizes the
commutative encryption and the solution for “the millionaire’s
problem” [21] to calculate the match value blindly.

The attribute set of Ni, denoted Si, can be split into two
subsets consisting of the two types of attributes: Si = {Syi ∪
Svi}, where Syi and Svi represent the type-based attribute
subset and the value-based attribute subset, respectively. We
introduce how to calculate them separately.

Calculating the Match Value between Type-based At-
tribute Subsets (|Syi ∩ Syj |): |Syi ∩ Syj | is calculated as the
number of shared attributes in the two subsets. This process is
conducted without disclosing each node’s attributes by using
a commutative encryption algorithm.

Specifically, Ni and Nj first select a random en-
cryption key, say ki and kj , respectively. Then, each
node encrypts the attributes in its type-based attribute
subset with its encryption key. As a result, Ni has
S ′yi = {Eki(yi1),Eki(i2),Eki(yi3), · · · } and Nj has S ′yj =
{Ekj

(yj1),Ekj
(yj2),Ekj

(yj3), · · · }. Then, each node sends
the encrypted attributes to the other node.

Ni → Nj : S ′yi and Nj → Ni : S ′yj
Upon receiving S ′yi and S ′yj , each node again encrypts
each encrypted attribute with its key. Then, Ni has S ′′yj =
{Eki

(Ekj
(yj1)),Eki

(Ekj
(yj2)),Eki

(Ekj
(yj3)), · · · }, and Nj

has S ′′yi = {Ekj (Eki(yi1)),Ekj (Eki(yi2)),Ekj (Eki(yi3)), · · · }.
After the second round of encryption, each node further sends
the encrypted attributes to the other node.

Ni → Nj : S ′′yj and Nj → Ni : S ′′yi
Then, both nodes have both S ′′yi and S ′′yj . They can check
the number of the same attributes in S ′′yi and S ′′yj based on
the aforementioned property of the commutative encryption:
if Ekj

(Eki
(yia)) = Eki

(Ekj
(yjb)), then yia = yjb.

Calculating the Match Value between Value-based At-
tribute Subsets (|Svi ∩ Svj |): In this paper, we define
|Svi ∩ Svj | as the number of Nj’s value-based attributes that
satisfy Ni’s requirement on their values. In FaceChange, a
node’s requirement on a value-based attribute is represented by
a threshold and an indication on the comparison direction, i.e.,
larger or smaller than the threshold. Specifically, suppose Ni’s
requirement on attribute an is (V Tian

,≥). Then, Nj’s attribute
vjn = [an, valn] satisfies Ni’s requirement if valn ≥ V Tian

.
In detail, |Svi ∩ Svj | is calculated by the following steps:
• Ni and Nj first decide the list of names of value-based

attributes to compare, e.g., {a1, a2, a3, · · · }, and handle
these names one by one.

• For each attribute name, say ax, Ni picks its requirement
for it: (V Tiax

,≥), and Nj picks its value: vjx.
• Ni and Nj compare V Tiax and vjx by the solution for

“the millionaire’s problem” [21] without disclosing the
values of V Tiax

and vjx to the other node.
• Ni checks whether the result satisfies the comparison

direction (i.e., whether vjx ≥ V Tiax
). If yes, |Svi ∩ Svj |

increases by one. Otherwise, it remains unchanged.
The solution for “the millionaire’s problem” enables two

people (Alice and Bob), each of whom has one number, to
compare their numbers without disclosing their values. Please
refer to [21] for the detail of this algorithm. We assume equal
weight for each attribute in this paper. We can easily expand
current design to the case with different attribute weights.

4) Fine-grained Evidence Generation: In summary, when
Ni meets Nj at t, Ni first calculates the match value of its
attribute set with that of Nj blindly (i.e., MatchV = |Si∩Sj |),
as in Section IV-F3. Then, MatchV is applied to its encounter-
ing evidence creation policy Yi to decide what information can
be included in the encountering evidence, as in Section IV-F2.
Finally, Ni creates the evidence EVij(t) accordingly.

5) Security Analysis on Evidence Generation: First, with
the commutative encryption, Ni cannot know the type-based
attributes of Nj from S ′yj since it is encrypted by kj , which
is not known by Ni. Similarly, Nj cannot know the type-
based attributes of Ni either. This means that |Syi ∩ Syj | is
calculated blindly. Second, with the solution to “the million-
aire’s problem”, Ni obtains |Svi ∩ Svj | blindly, i.e., without
disclosing its thresholds or knowing the values of Nj’s value-
based attributes. In summary, attributes are compared blindly
in FaceChange, thereby effectively protecting node privacy.

6) Cost Analysis: The extra costs in blind policy checking
are incurred by the commutative encryption and the solution
for “the millionaire’s problem”. For the commutative encryp-
tion algorithm, we can choose a suitable one to control the
complexity. Note that a good property of our scheme is that
the key used by a node can change after each policy checking.
Then, simple commutative encryption algorithm, e.g., XOR,
can provide reliable encryption at a low cost.

The complexity of the solution for “the millionaire’s prob-
lem” is O(d2) [21], where d is the length of the binary rep-
resentation of the compared value. While d can be controlled
to be 8, i.e. char, the extra cost for this step is acceptable.

G. Realizing General Packet Routing in FaceChange

In this section, we take packet routing as a case to show
how a MOSN service is realized under FaceChage.

1) Routing Utility Update: The received encountering
evidences on each node are utilized to update the routing
utility used for packet routing. One common routing utility
is the future meeting probability with a node.

However, encountering evidences may not arrive in the same
order in which they are created due to the opportunistic packat
routing in MOSNs. Therefore, FaceChange adopts a cache
period, denoted Tc, to maximally solve this problem. When
a node receives an encountering evidence, it stores it in its



memory. Then, at the end of the N -th cache period (N > 2),
i.e, at N ∗ Tc, the received encountering evidences that are
created before (N − 1) ∗ Tc are handled in the order of their
creation times to update related routing utilities.

2) Packet Routing Process: In traditional MOSN packet
routing, two encountering nodes first delivers packets destined
for the other node. They then compare routing utilities and
forward the other node packets that the other node has higher
routing utilities for their destinations.

In FaceChange, neighbor node anonymity blocks the first
step by preventing nodes from recognizing the destinations of
their packets even when meeting them. To solve this problem,
we let each node claim to have higher routing utility for itself
to fetch packets for it. In detail, Ni only tells Nj that it is
more suitable to carry packets for Ni (i.e., has higher routing
utility for Ni). Then Nj would send Ni packets destined for it.
Following such a scheme, nodes can correctly compare utilities
to forward packets and deliver packets to their destinations.

H. Security Analysis of FaceChange
We further analyze how FaceChange ensures node

anonymity and the safety of the encountering evidence col-
lection from the perspective of the system.

1) Ensuring Neighbor Node Anonymity: First, neighbor
nodes are anonymized in FaceChange by constantly changing
their pseudonyms (Section IV-B). The encountering evidence
relaying scheme (Section IV-E) allows two nodes to collect
the encountering information without disclosing their real IDs
during the encountering, as proven in Section IV-E3.

Second, nodes cannot be linked in FaceChange. As pre-
viously explained, two neighbor nodes do not transmit
any linkable information in encountering evidence encryp-
tion/commitment (Section IV-D2), encountering evidence col-
lection (Section IV-E3), and encountering evidence generation
(Section IV-F5). To receive packets destined for it, a node just
claims to be a better forwarder for these packets. As a result, a
node can not be linked by tracking packets for it. In summary,
none linkable information of a node is disclosed.

The above two features ensure that node anonymity is
maintained under the bogus attack. Since neighbor nodes
are anonymized and none linkable information of a node is
disclosed to any neighbor nodes, creating many sybils cannot
help deduce the real ID of a neighbor node.

2) Ensuring Encountering Information Collection: The en-
countering information can be confidentially and correctly
collected by nodes in FaceChange. As introduced in Sec-
tion IV-D2 and Section IV-E3, the encryption key ky and the
signature ensure the confidentiality, integrity, and authenticity
of each encountering evidence.

3) Preventing Fabricating Encountering: With the de-
signed commitment scheme in Section IV-D, nodes cannot
claim non-existing encountering with others. As introduced
in Section IV-D2, the generated token and commitment are
uniquely matched, which prevents attackers from arbitrar-
ily creating fake encountering evidences. A commitment is
deleted after a successful match, which prevents attackers from
poisoning the system by re-sending overheard evidences.

Malicious nodes may eavesdrop commitment parameters to
forge an encountering evidence that can pass the commitment
verification. However, this can be prevented since the creator
of the forged evidence cannot be the same with the one in
the commitment (Section IV-D2). Furthermore, there is no
polynomial-time algorithm that can generate a fake commit-
ment on a node with non-negligible probability. Then, even the
intruder of a node cannot create commitments for its forged
encountering evidences on the node.

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we first examine the effectiveness of neigh-
bor node anonymity and encountering evidence collection and
then show the energy consumption of FaceChange.

We adopted two real traces in the tests: the MIT Reality
trace [35] and the Haggle project trace [36]. The former
trace records the meetings between students and teachers
on MIT campus for about 30 days, while the latter trace
includes the encountering between scholars attending Infocom
2006 for about 4 days. We adopt the two traces since they
represent typical MOSN scenarios in which mobile devices
meet opportunistically. We wrote an event-driven simulator
for the experiment. The connectivity between nodes is inferred
from contact times in the trace.

We adopted PROPHET [33] as the underlying routing algo-
rithm in the experiments. In PROPHET, each node maintains
its future meeting probabilities with other nodes based on
previous records to guide packet routing.

A. Effectiveness of Privacy Protection

We first evaluate the effect of privacy protection. In this test,
we measured the privacy leakage as duplicate pseudonyms
(i.e., the average number of identical pseudonyms seen by
a node) and disposed IDs (i.e., the number of identical
pseudonyms used by a node). The pseudonyms include those
advertised by each node for the communication with neighbor
nodes and those encrypted IDs in the encountering evidences.

TABLE II: Effectiveness of Privacy Protection.

Duplicate Pseudonyms Disposed IDs
MIT Reality 8 0

Haggle 4 0

The test results are shown in Table II. We found that only
few identical pseudonyms can be seen by each node and all
identical pseudonyms are from different nodes in the system
in the experiments with both traces. This means that nodes
cannot use the transmitted pseudonyms to identify neighbor
nodes. Such a result in conjunction with the analysis in Sec-
tions IV-B, IV-D2, IV-E3, and IV-F5 justify that FaceChange
can effectively protect node privacy.

B. Efficiency of the Encountering Evidence Collection

In this test, we measured the success rate, average delay,
and average number of hops of collected encountering evi-
dences. The success rate refers to the percentage of success-
fully collected encountering evidences. The average delay and
average hops denote the time and the forwarding hops each
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Fig. 6: Packet routing efficiency with the MIT Reality trace.

collected encountering evidence experiences on average. The
test results are shown in Figure 4.

We see from the figure that the success rates reach about
93% and 77% in the tests with the MIT Reality trace and the
Haggle trace, respectively. This shows that most encountering
evidences can be successfully collected in FaceChange. The
success rate is low in the Haggle trace because some nodes
only exist for a short period of time in the trace.

We find that the average delays are about 120,000 seconds
and 33,000 seconds in the tests with the two traces, respec-
tively. Since the encountering frequencies between nodes in
MOSNs usually follow a certain pattern, such delays do not
degrade the packet routing efficiency significantly, as shown
in next section. We also find that the average number of
hops is small in the tests. This shows that the extra costs on
encountering evidence relay are acceptable in FaceChange.

Combining the above results, we conclude that FaceChange
can enable nodes to collect encountering evidences efficiently
with acceptable costs. Therefore, it can well support MOSN
applications, which will be demonstrated in next section by
taking the packet routing as an example.

C. Influence on Packet Routing

We also evaluated the efficiency of PROPHET under
FaceChange. In the test, 15,000 packets were generated with
randomly selected sources and destinations. Since encounter-
ing evidence may not arrive at a node sequentially following
their creation times, we cache each arrived evidence for a
period of time (Tc) before processing it for packet routing.
We varied Tc in this test to see its influence. We measured
success rate and average delay in the test. The former refers
to the percentage of successfully delivered packets and the
latter refers to the average delay of these packets.

1) Success Rate: The Success rates of the two methods in
the tests with the two traces are shown in Figure 6(a) and 7(a),
respectively. We see that FaceChange has higher success rate
than PROPHET for most of Tc values in tests with both
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Fig. 7: Packet routing efficiency with the Haggle trace.

traces. This is because in PROPHET, the meeting probability
is updated immediately after an encountering happens, which
may cause it deviate from the average value due to a burst
on meeting nodes, leading to inaccurate packet forwarding.
FaceChange has a delay in handing the encountering evi-
dences, so it can calculate the meeting probability more fairly.
Such a result demonstrates that FaceChange does not degrade
the success rate of packet routing in MOSNs.

We also find that when Tc further grows, the success rate of
FaceChange decreases in the test with the Haggle trace. This
is because when Tc is very large, the meeting probabilities are
not updated quickly enough to reflect the changes on meeting
frequencies among nodes, leading to inaccurate guidance on
packet routing and degraded success rate.

2) Average Delay: The average delays of the two methods
in the tests with the two traces are shown in Figure 6(b)
and 7(b), respectively. We find that FaceChange has smaller
delay than PROPHET, which is caused by the same reasons
as explained in the previous subsection.

Combining the above results, we conclude that FaceChange
can support packet routing in MOSNs efficiently.

D. Energy Consumption

To evaluate the energy consumption of FaceChange, we
conducted experiments on two Windows Phones: HTC Sur-
round and LG Quantum. We let the two phones communicate
with a server through WiFi connection to realize the key
components in FaceChange, i.e., blind policy checking and
packet/encountering evidence relaying. We did not include the
energy cost of bilinear pairing since it has been proven to be
acceptable in a previous literature [11].

All phones were restored to factory setting and were fully
charged before each test. We measured the energy consump-
tion as the percentage of remaining battery level after certain
rounds of encountering. In blind policy checking, we assume
each phone has 5 type-based attributes and 5 value-based
attributes. In packet and encountering evidence relaying, we



assume a phone exchanges Np packets and Ne evidences in
each encountering. Np and Ne were randomly obtained from
[100, 300]. Such a setting matches the situation in the real
trace. We measured the percentage of remaining battery level
after every 50 encounters. Each test was run for 10 times. The
test results are shown in Figure 5.

We see from the figure that 50 encounters consume roughly
about 1% of total battery for current smartphones. Such
a result shows that the extra energy consumption incurred
by FaceChange is acceptable for modern devices. We again
examined the real traces and found that each person (node)
has 117 and 340 encounters every day on average in the MIT
Reality trace and the Haggle trace, respectively. Combining
with the results in the table, we can see that FaceChange
only consumes less than 6% of total battery daily even in
the crowd conference scenario. This further demonstrates the
applicability of FaceChange in real applications.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose FaceChange, a system that
supports both neighbor anonymity and real ID based en-
countering information collection in MOSNs. In FaceChange,
each node continually changes its pseudonyms and parameters
when communicating with neighbors nodes to hide its real ID.
Encountering evidences are then created to enable nodes to
collect the real ID based encountering information. After two
encountering nodes disconnect, the encountering evidence is
relayed to the encountering node through a selected relay node.
Advanced techniques are adopted in these steps to ensure the
safety and efficiency of the encountering evidence collection.
Fine-grained control over what information can be included
in the encountering evidence is also supported in FaceChange.
Extensive analysis and experiments are conducted to prove the
effectiveness and energy efficiency of FaceChange in protect-
ing node privacy and supporting the encountering information
collection in MOSNs. In the future, we plan to integrate
social factors, e.g., trustable communities, to facilitate privacy
protection in FaceChange.
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